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Abstract

Surface deformation associated with strike-slip faults can be distributed in space, with deformation located either

along the primary fault strand or around it and referred to as off-fault deformation (OFD). Fault displacement hazard

evaluation require to identify and estimate surface slip rates along active fault strands. We calculate the horizontal

and vertical displacement of the analogue models surfaces with optical image correlation and photogrammetry, to

investigate the OFD’s development with increasing cumulative deformation. The criterion uses the gradient of the

horizontal displacement norm perpendicular to the basal fault. Below 0.005 (noise level), there is no deformation, up

to 0.03, it is off-fault-deformation, above 0.03, it is on-fault. We confirm previous observations made on analogues

models that the surface deformation starts with a broad diffuse deformation, then produces fault strands alternating

with relay zones that may be abandoned and reactivated. OFD is located first between Riedels, then between synthetic

shears, and finally takes place in the relay zones. We also show that the OFD initially accommodate 100% of the

applied slip (no faults), then decreases abruptly during the Riedels stage down to 20 to 30% to finally remain stable for

the rest of the experiment. The abandonment and reactivation of the relay zones has the consequence of maintaining

the OFD ratio on a stable value. Our experiments show that, like the OFD ratio, the width of the fault zone decreases

with cumulative displacement to reach a stable value. Consequently, the OFD is correlated with this fault zone width

and its geometric complexities. The ratio of OFD observed in this study are also consistent with measurements of

OFD made on seven natural faults that exhibit different cumulative displacements. Hence our models suggest that

strike-slip faults will never reach a continuous, linear geometry, and will always maintain a minimum of amount of

OFD.
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1. Introduction1

During a strike-slip rupture, the surface deformation is partly accommodated by the main fault strand, and partly2

distributed over hundreds of meters from the main fault strands. This off-fault deformation (OFD) takes the form of3

secondary faults and fractures, shears, rotations, and other processes resulting in permanent bending and warping (e.g.,4

McGill and Rubin (1999); Shelef and Oskin (2010)). The identification of active fault strands, and the quantification of5

their surface slip rates are primary inputs for probabilistic fault displacement hazard models, earthquakes forecasting,6

and dynamic models studying the interaction between the OFD and earthquake mechanics (e.g., Dunham et al. (2011);7

Gabriel et al. (2013); Thomas and Bhat (2018); Baize et al. (2020); Klinger et al. (2018)). Yet, the quantification of8

surface slip rates requires constraining the on- to off-fault deformation ratio.9

According to field studies, the off-fault deformation along continental strike-slip faults is highly variable, some10

surface ruptures being fully accommodated by the main fault strands while others are completely distributed (e.g.,11

Dolan and Haravitch (2014) and references therein). Recent advances in satellite imagery have overcome the difficulty12

faced by field studies in providing a complete picture of the distribution of the off-fault deformation over the entire13

rupture path up to hundreds of meters around it (Gold et al., 2015; Milliner et al., 2015, 2016; Vallage, 2016; Klinger14

et al., 2018; Antoine et al., 2021; Choi et al., 2018). These studies have shown that, to the first order, the distribution15

of OFD is strongly correlated to the structural complexities, or geometrical irregularities, of the main fault strands16

(e.g, Zinke et al. (2014); Milliner et al. (2015); Gold et al. (2015); Vallage (2016); Antoine et al. (2021)). Strike slip17

faults are indeed formed by a succession of fault strands, possibly bent, separated by relay zones (e.g., Segall and18

Pollard (1980)). The OFD increases notably along those complexities which are also known to affect the initiation,19

propagation and the arrest of earthquakes (e.g., King and Nábělek (1985); Klinger et al. (2005); Wesnousky (2006);20

Manighetti et al. (2007)). These complexities are partly related to some structural inheritance, from old structures21

formed from different kinematics then reactivated during the formation of the strike-slip fault. However, inheritance22

will not be addressed in this study.23

From the comparison of different events, some studies have also confirmed that the OFD ratio varies with the24

cumulative slip on the fault, with values above 50% for relatively immature faults down to about 18-20% for faults25

with a large displacement (Dolan and Haravitch, 2014; Klinger et al., 2006).26

These large differences, along a single fault and between different faults prevent us from applying a fixed ratio27

of OFD to quantify surface slip rates and call for a better understanding of the parameters controlling the OFD28

distribution. Moreover, seismic ruptures are too scarce for reliable statistical analysis, not to mention the difficulties29

related to the diversity of OFD definitions and measurement techniques, and to the distinction of elastic and inelastic30

deformation.31

To understand the origin, the distribution, and the evolution of the OFD along a strike-slip fault, here we use32

analogue models. Previous analogue modelling studies have led to the identification of several formation stages from33

the en-échelon Riedel shears to the anastomosed fault (e.g. Tchalenko (1970); Hatem et al. (2017); Lefevre et al.34
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(2020); Dooley and Schreurs (2012); Riedel (1929)). Our work builds on these results, and aims at providing a35

precise quantification and an understanding of the evolution of the OFD along the fault zone and throughout these36

different stages. We here use sand as an analogue of the crustal material. Due to the essentially plastic behavior of the37

sand (it is too rigid to accumulate measurable elastic deformation), our study will provide reports on the OFD inherent38

in the fault zone structure without the elastic deformation component.39

In the following, we first describe our experimental set-up, the optical image correlation method and our chosen40

off-fault deformation criterion. We then detail the results, starting with a description of the different stages of for-41

mation of strike-slip faults, followed by the distribution, quantification, and a 3D description of the on- and off-fault42

deformation during the evolution of strike-slip faults. We finally discuss the impact of the initial diffuse deforma-43

tion zone on the fault zone history and summarize the control of inherited structures on the distribution of off-fault44

deformation of strike-slip faults.45
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2. Methods46

2.1. Experimental setup47

Figure 1: (a) Strike-slip fault experimental setup. The box consists of two rigid PVC plates: one is fixed, the other is pushed forward
by a motor, to simulate a sinistral strike-slip basal fault. Both plates are covered with a single flat sand pack of various thicknesses
and densities. Experiments are recorded by four cameras placed on top of the material. (b) Example topview photography of the
sand surface after 25 mm of displacement with oblique lighting coming from the top part. The dashed line indicates the location of
the basal fault.

The experimental device is composed of two juxtaposed PVC plates of 1500 mm x 670 mm each, simulating a48

straight vertical basement fault. One plate is fixed while the other one is pushed forward by a motor, generating a49

sinistral strike-slip deformation in the overlying material (Figure 1). The width of the box is large enough to avoid any50

edge effect following the work done by Lefevre et al. (2020). The surface deformation is recorded by four cameras51

placed one meter above the sandbox: three of them form a triangle, the fourth in the center of the triangle pointing to52

the center of the sandbox surface (Figure 1). Cameras angles were chosen to obtain the vertical displacement of the53

surface. Cameras are Nikon D3200 with a 18 mm lens. Each picture covers a surface of 1030 mm x 680 mm, resulting54

in a resolution of 0.18 mm per pixel. The pictures are taken every 0.5 mm of displacement.55
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We used a Fontainebleau aeolian quartz sand (named CV32), composed of 98 % quartz, with an median grain size56

of 250 µm. The sand pack was either sedimented with a sand distributor (Maillot (2013)) or deposited manually, by57

2 cm increments smoothed with a squeegee to obtain a flat surface. The sedimented sand has a static internal friction58

angle of 43.7◦, a dynamic friction of 35.9◦, and a density of 1711± 7 kg/m3. The poured sand (manually deposited)59

has a static internal friction of 33.4◦, a dynamic friction of 34.2◦, and a density of 1680 kg/m3 with an unknown60

uncertainty due to the manual mode of deposit (Maillot, 2013; Cubas et al., 2010; Klinkmüller et al., 2016; Lefevre61

et al., 2020). Temperature (between 18 and 25oC) and humidity (between 45 and 55%) of the laboratory are monitored62

to avoid large variations that could affect the sand properties.63

We performed a total of twenty experiments. We varied the thickness from 20 to 80 mm. To evaluate the effect of64

the internal friction value, we used both poured and sedimented sands. The applied displacement ranges from 50 to65

150 mm, as summarized in Table 1.66

The deformation of dry sand is not sensitive to the rate of the applied displacement, therefore, there is no specific67

time scale in our experiments. The sand has a very low cohesion therefore we did not use it to set a length scale68

(Maillot, 2013)). Consequently, the thickness of the sand pack corresponds to the thickness of the frictional part of69

the crust. Here, we set thicknesses between 40 and 80 mm that correspond to 8 to 16 km in nature, if we set the length70

scale L∗ = 0.5 × 10−5 (with L∗ = lmodel
lnature

).71
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Experiment Nr

Sand thickness

[mm]

Total displacement

[mm] Type of deposit

E439, E440 40 50 Poured

E448 to E450 80 50 Poured

E451 60 50 Poured

E453 50 50 Poured

E455, E456 70 50 Poured

E457 50 50 Poured

E458 50 50 Sedimented

E461 60 50 Sedimented

E464 70 75 Sedimented

E466 80 100 Sedimented

E481 to E484, E494 60 150 Poured

E499, E499bis 60 150 Sedimented

Table 1: Experiment number and experimental parameters

2.2. Optical Image Correlation72

We used optical image correlation, via the free, open-source photogrammetry software MicMac (Rosu et al., 2015;73

Rupnik et al., 2017; Galland et al., 2016) to calculate the horizontal and vertical deformation of the experiment surface.74

The horizontal displacement field was obtained by correlating the raw images (i.e. without any geometric corrections)75

acquired by the camera placed at the center of the triangle pointing to the sandbox center. The principle of image76

correlation is to match a group of pixels (9*9 px in our case) between two images (Rosu et al., 2015). From the77

horizontal displacement field, we calculate the displacement norm, which represents the amplitude of displacement78

(Figure 2-a):79

U =
√

U2
x + U2

y , (1)

the divergence which represents the dilantancy and contraction (Figure 2-c):80

∂Ux

∂x
+
∂Uy

∂y
, (2)

the curl which represents the deformation in clockwise and anticlockwise rotation (Figure 2-d):81

∂Uy

∂x
−
∂Ux

∂y
, (3)

and the on- and off-fault deformation map from the criterion defined in the next paragraph (Figure 2-b). The vertical82

displacement (which represents the uplift) at the surface is obtained using the four cameras, simultaneously triggered.83
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We first calculate the digital surface model (DSM) for each displacement step (Figure 2-f). Then we subtract the84

DSMs from two displacement steps, taking into account the horizontal displacement field, to compute the vertical85

displacement field (Delorme et al., 2020) (Figure 2-e). All results were co-registered using targets with known 3D86

coordinates (ground control points, GCPs) laid out on the surface (Galland et al., 2016).87

The calculations of the horizontal displacement were performed independently of the vertical displacement. There-88

fore the images were orthorectified for the vertical displacement calculation but not for the horizontal displacement,89

because the only camera used is placed above the experiment with a view angle perpendicular to the sand surface.90

Furthermore, we did not correct the distortion of the pictures because the difference between distorted and undistorted91

pictures is negligible (see Figure S9 on the Supplements).92

Figure 2: Optical image correlation results from experiment E494 at 9 mm cumulative displacement. (a) Horizontal displacement
norm. (b) On- and off-fault deformation map. (c) Divergence. (d) Curl. (e) Cumulative uplift between 8.5 and 10.5 mm. (f)
Cumulative uplift
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2.3. Off-fault deformation criterion93

Figure 3: Definition of the OFD criterion. (a) Horizontal displacement norm of a zoom on experiment E481 after 10 mm of applied
displacement. OFD ratios are calculated all over the box along regularly spaced profiles perpendicular to the basal fault. The red
profile is located along a future fault strands; the blue profile crosses a Riedel shear. (b) 3D view of the displacement profiles which
shows the spatial distribution of the on-fault (red area) and off-fault (blue area) displacement. (c) Horizontal displacement norms
for blue and red profiles with ratios of the OFD associated to each profile.

In our models, we consider that we are in the fault zone when we are above the noise level on the second invariant94

of the strain tensor (see Figure S2 on Supplements):95

I2 ≥ 0.00136 (4)

In this fault zone, on-and off-fault deformation is present, and we define the OFD ratio as the percentage of the96

total displacement that is not accommodated by the faults. To automatically calculate this OFD ratio, we need an97

automated way to measure the displacement occurring on the faults, and hence, an automatic criterion to detect the98

on-fault deformation. This criterion is illustrated with the help of Figure 3-a that shows the displacement norm issued99

from the optical image correlation for an increment between two photos of 0.5 mm. On the fixed part of the box the100

displacement of the sand is zero (blue area) and on the moving part of the box the displacement of the sand is 0.5 mm101

(red area). After analysis of the horizontal displacement field calculated with image correlation and of several profiles102
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of the displacement norm across the fault zone described in the Supplements (see Figure S3 and S4), we decided to103

consider that there is an active fault wherever:104

∣∣∣∣∣∂U∂y
∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ 0.03 . (5)

This gradient perpendicular to the fault is calculated by finite-differences (central differences, taking one point out105

of ten in order to limit noise) and is illustrated by the red patches in Figure 3b.106

∂U
∂y

(y) =
U(y − 10dy) − U(y + 10dy)

20dy
. (6)

Next, the OFD ratio is calculated for each profile (Figure 3c). According to this criterion, the blue profile crossing107

a Riedel shear has an OFD ratio of 22.8 + 14 = 36.8% of the applied far field displacement of 0.5 mm, while the red108

profile crossing an inter-Riedel zone has an OFD ratio of 55.3+ 17.4 = 72.7%. Note that in doing this calculation, we109

set the gradient to zero at any point where110 ∣∣∣∣∣∂U∂y
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 0.005 , (7)

which is the magnitude of the noise of the horizontal displacement field as determined in the Supplements (see111

Figures S1). At points where the criterion (7) is met, we consider that the OFD is zero.112

Finally, the OFD ratio for the entire study area is the average value of the ratios of each profile perpendicular to113

the basal fault.114

3. Results115

3.1. Stages of strike-slip fault formation116

We describe the four major stages of the formation of a strike-slip fault zone in our experiments, that have already117

been thoroughly described in the literature (Tchalenko, 1970; Naylor et al., 1986; Hatem et al., 2017; Jiao et al., 2021).118

In order to illustrate the different stages of the fault zone formation, we carried out an experiment with grazing light119

and sedimented sand, which allows the structures to be clearly seen in the photos (E499bis, figure 4). The sedimented120

sand has a high density, the maximum it can achieve (see Maillot (2013)), so in the experiment the pack needs more121

expansion, than with deposited sand, to start localising deformation in shear bands. Therefore, the structures are122

more visible at the surface of the sand pack. The initiation stage is characterized by diffuse deformation and a uplift123

above the basal fault (Figure 4-a). The width of this zone, perpendicular to the basal fault, varies with the thickness124

of the sand pack (the thicker the sand pack the wider the diffuse deformation zone, Lefevre et al. (2020)). After125

about 4 to 8 mm of displacement, the deformation localizes along en échelon shears called Riedels (Figure 4-b).126

The Riedels strike at an angle of ϕ2 to the basal fault (with ϕ the internal friction angle of the sand). The Riedels127

length and the spacing also vary with the thickness of the sand pack (the thicker the sand pack the longer and more128

distant the Riedels are, Lefevre et al. (2020)). At the beginning of the strike-slip fault activity, two fault planes form129
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from the basal fault and reach the surface on both sides of the future fault zone, these faults have mostly a reverse130

component accommodating the uplift along the basal fault. When the Riedels form, they merge on these two fault131

planes. However, we can only observe them with sedimented sand, due to the high density of the sand pack and132

thus a higher dilatancy. When the sand is poured, they do not reach the surface of the model. R’ shears, conjugate133

segments of the Riedel shears, do not develop in our experiments. We have no explanation for the absence of R’ faults.134

Dooley and Schreurs (2012) show that in sand R’ are rarely visible, but that they can be observed in clay, however no135

mechanical explanation is proposed.136

In the following stage (interaction stage), synthetic shears, striking at a smaller angle to the basal fault than the Riedels137

(about ϕ4 ), emerge in between the Riedels (Figure 4-c). These structures are referred to as RL (Schreurs, 2003). These138

shear structures then coalesce to form an anastomosed fault zone (Figure 4-d).139

The strike-slip fault stage lasts from 25 mm of cumulative displacement until the end of the experiment. At this140

stage, the fault zone is formed of complexities, where the fault is not continuous and/or composed of several parallel141

strands called relay zones, which alternate with sections with a single and continuous fault strand.142
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Figure 4: Surface photographies of the stages of the formation of an analogue strike-slip fault with oblique lighting coming from
the top left, for a 60 mm thick sedimented experience (E499bis). Left column : raw photos, right column : interpreted photos. (a)
Diffuse deformation stage, (b) Riedels stage, (c) Interaction stage, (d) Strike-slip fault stage where the fault zone is formed of fault
strands separated by relay zones (blue rectangles) located along abandonned Riedels. Red solid lines indicate active faults while
white dashed lines indicate inactive faults.
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3.2. Distribution of on- and off-fault deformation during the strike-slip fault formation143

Figure 5: (a) Scheme of the structural evolution of the on- and off-fault deformation with increasing cumulative displacement (from
1 to 139 mm) for a 60 mm thick experiment (E494). The red lines represent on-fault deformation, the blue areas the OFD, and the
red dashed lines abandoned Riedels. The gray rectangles show the first relay zones appearing during the fault zone formation. The
green rectangles represent the second family of relay zones located at fault strand terminations. The blue rectangles represent the
fusion of two relay zones. (b) Evolution of the OFD ratio and of the shear zone width during the strike-slip fault evolution.
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We now describe in detail the evolution of the OFD location, as well as the evolution of the OFD ratio and of144

the active shear zone width for experiment E494 with a 60 mm thick sand pack, from the beginning up to 139 mm of145

cumulative displacement (Figure 5). We chose to describe experiment E494 because it illustrates all the findings of146

this study. The evolution for experiments E481, E482, E483 and E484 with 60 mm of thickness are provided in the147

Supplements. The Figure 5-a is obtained from a map of the distribution of on- and off-fault deformation (based on the148

criteria (5) and (7), Figure 2-b and 3). The width of the active shear zone (Figure 5-b) is automatically obtained for149

each increment by analyzing the area where the second invariant of the strain tensor is above the noise level (see the150

Supplements). As described above, a broad zone of a diffuse deformation of 74 mm wide first forms on the surface of151

the model. Hence, during the diffused deformation stage, the OFD accounts for 100% of the deformation at the model152

surface. After 7.5 mm of cumulative displacement, Riedels appear on the surface and OFD areas concentrate between153

these Riedels. The OFD is still predominant (65%) and the width of the active shear zone is 66 mm. The interaction154

stage is reached at 13.5 mm of cumulative displacement. Shear bands (RL) develop between the Riedels and interact155

with them. Some OFD remains between the different shears, and the OFD ratio (41%) drops as shears develop. The156

width of the active shear zone is now 55 mm. At 18.5 mm of cumulative displacement, the Riedels are progressively157

abandoned. The shear bands partly extend along the abandoned Riedels, and parallel the basal fault to form the future158

fault strands. Former Riedels are now sheared and will form the future relay zones. The OFD is located in the relay159

zones and the OFD ratio decreases (26%). At this stage, the width of the active shear zone is 52 mm.160

At 33.5 mm of cumulative displacement, fault strands are parallel to the basal fault and still end where former161

Riedels are sheared. The relay zones in the grey rectangles acquire more complexity. The OFD is concentrated in162

these relay zones but also along some fault strands (20%) and the width of the active shear zone decreases to 47 mm.163

This alternation of fault strands (single fault strand parallel to the basal fault) and relay zones (structurally complex164

with OFD) marks the beginning of the fault stage. The fault strand length is of the order of the inter-Riedel distance.165

At this stage, we identify four relay zones, separated by fault strands which length are on average 2.9 times the166

thickness of the sand (the length of a fault strand is measured between the two ends of the strand, as represented by167

the green dashed lines in Figure 9). At 46 mm of cumulative displacement, the relay zone of Riedel R2 is abandoned,168

doubling the length of the fault strand now extending from R1 to R3 (5.7 times the sand thickness). The width of the169

shear zone and the OFD ratio decrease to reach here their minimum value: 43 mm and 19%.170

At 58.5 mm of cumulative displacement, a new relay zone is formed between Riedels R2 and R3 (green box), at171

the location of a former shear zone whose activity was abandoned between 18.5 mm and 46 mm and was characterized172

by residual OFD. All fault strands recover to near their initial length, which in this case is about 2.83 times the material173

thickness. The width of the shear zone increases to 47 mm. The OFD ratio is always found in the relay zone, as well174

as along the old structures, and, like the width of the shear zone, increases to 24%. Between 58.5 and 71 mm of175

cumulative displacement, the relay zone on R3 is abandoned and the new relay zone (green box) is transported with176

the fault activity to the location of the former Riedel R3. Between 95 and 118 mm of cumulative displacement, the177

relay zones on R3 and R4 propagate and merge to form a long relay zone (blue box). The fault strand between R1 and178
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R3 then reaches 7.5 times the sand thickness. At this stage, the OFD is located all along the fault zone and the width179

of the active shear zone is still 48 mm. Finally, at 139 mm of cumulative displacement, the former R1-R3 fault strand180

is again separated by a new relay zone, formed at the intersection with the former R2 (green box).181

During each fault stage, relay zones constantly evolve. They are first sheared, then abandoned, passively translated,182

sometimes reactivated when crossing former shear bands. OFD reaches a minimum at the beginning of the fault stage183

of 19% and then increases to a stable value of 24-28% maintained until the end of the experiment. And so the same184

consequence is observed for the width of the active shear zone which decreases to a minimum at 43 mm and then185

increases to a stable value of 48 mm and remains constant until the end of the experiment. The same evolution is186

observed in all the experiments carried out within the framework of this study and a precise description of four other187

experiments with similar parameters (E481 to E484, Table 1) is presented in the Supplements (see Figures S5 to S8).188

3.3. Quantification of the off-fault deformation during the formation of the strike-slip fault189

To measure the evolution of OFD with increasing cumulative fault displacement, we use fixed profiles across the190

experiment where the OFD ratio is calculated at each time increment throughout the experiment. We place the first191

profile between two up-coming Riedels, that will eventually cross a fault strand (Figure 6). The second one is located192

across a future Riedel shear that will evolve as a relay zone (Figure 7). The OFD ratio is determined according to the193

criterion defined in section 2.3. All quoted percentages are from the red moving averages provided in Figures 6 and 7.194

At the initiation stage, for both cases, the OFD ratio is of 100%, and corresponds to the diffuse deformation zone195

(inset 1 of Figures 6 and 7). This proportion then decreases strongly from 100% to 32% (inset 2, Figure 6) and 35%196

(inset 2, Figure 7) during the formation of the Riedel shears.197

For the profile located across what will become a fault strand (Figure 6), the OFD ratio continues to decrease198

during the formation of the RL shears (interaction stage, green zone in a Figure 6)), with values ranging between 25199

and 15%. At the fault stage, the OFD ratio reaches a stable value with values between 22% and 8% with an average200

of 14.5% (14.5% at 60 mm of cumulative displacement, inset 3; 18.5% at 100 mm of cumulative displacement, inset201

4; 20.1% at 60 mm of cumulative displacement, inset 5). The large amplitude of the OFD ratio at the fault stage can202

be explained by the noise in our experiments as well as by the non-cohesive property of the material which results in203

thick fault strands.204

For the profile located across a future relay zone (Figure 7), the OFD ratio slightly increases (53%) at the end of205

the Riedel stage right before the RL shears formation (interaction stage). At the beginning of the fault stage, since206

the Riedel evolves as a relay zone, the OFD ratio strongly increases from 45 to 87.4% (inset 3). Once the relay zone207

is progressively abandoned, the OFD ratio decreases to reach a stable value with values ranging from 25% to 13.5%208

with an average of 19.4%.209
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Figure 6: a) Evolution of the OFD ratio in experiment E484, along a single perpendicular profile crossing a fault strand. b) Maps of
the horizontal displacement norm at different stages of the strike-slip fault formation, and location of the profile (green line) shown
in a). The black dashed lines represent the inactive Riedels.
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Figure 7: a) Evolution of the OFD ratio in experiment E481, along a profile perpendicular to the basal fault crossing a relay zone.
b) Maps of the horizontal displacement norm, with the location of the profile (green line) at different stages of the strike-slip fault
formation. The black dashed lines represent the inactive Riedels.

The Figure 8 shows the evolution of the average OFD ratio for experiments with different thicknesses and different210

deposit methods. Since the width of the diffuse deformation zone depends on the sand thickness, the localization on211

Riedels and the formation of fault strands require more displacement for thicker experiments. As a consequence, we212
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here show the evolution of the average OFD ratio as a function of the applied displacement normalized by the material213

thickness. We observe the same evolution independently of the sand thickness: 100 to 90% OFD at the initiation214

stage, an abrupt decrease when the deformation localizes along the shears, to finally reach a stable value at an average215

to 22.3% after a normalized cumulative displacement of 0.6 for the poured sand. A slight progressive increase to216

an average of 26.6% is then observed. This is explained by the continuous reorganization of the relay zones (passive217

displacement, abandonment and formation of new relay zones) which contributes to maintain a non-negligible residual218

OFD (see Figure 5). Since the sedimented sand is more compact and of higher static (or initial) friction than the poured219

sand, its diffuse deformation phase is longer and its surface deformation appears 0.4 normalized displacement later.220

However, the same evolution is observed and the internal friction has no influence on the proportion of OFD at the221

strike-slip fault stage.222

Figure 8: Averaged evolution of the OFD ratio for the twenty experiments (Table 1) as a function of applied displacement normalized
by sand thickness. The thickness of the sand pack ranges from 40 to 80 mm. The experiments with manually poured sand are
represented by the solid curves, and the experiments using sedimented sand are represented by the dashed curves. Some of the
experiments have 50 mm of total applied displacement, and some 150 mm. The OFD evolves similarly for all the experiments.
Experiments with the same parameters (thickness and deposit method) are averaged and represented with a single curve.
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3.4. 3D mapping of the evolution of off-fault deformation223

We carefully investigated patterns of the OFD, at different stages of the strike-slip fault formation, to understand its224

distribution. The analysis is done across one Riedel shear (size of the zoom is 225 × 97 mm). We show the horizontal225

displacement norm (equation 1, Figure 9-a), the OFD (Figure 9-b), the divergence (equation 2, Figure 9-c), the curl226

(equation 3, Figure 9-d), the vertical displacement generated by 2 mm of applied displacement (Figure 9-e) and the227

total (or cumulative) vertical displacement (Figure 9-f).228

In Figure 9, after 2 mm of displacement, the initial diffuse deformation zone is marked by a positive divergence229

(Figures 9c.1) over the entire width and a maximum cumulative uplift of 0.4 mm (Figure 9e.1 and f.1). At this stage,230

the curl does not reveal any rotation of shear bands (Figure 9d.1). After 8.5 mm of displacement, the deformation is231

both localized and diffuse: localized deformation along Riedel shears corresponding to the on-fault deformation, and232

diffuse deformation on both sides and at the extremities of the Riedel (Figure 9a.2 and b.2). Figures 9c.2 and e.2 show233

that positive divergence and uplift dominate (maximum cumulative elevation of 1.2 mm, Figure 9f.2). On the contrary,234

there are negative divergence and curl along the Riedels (Figures 9c.2 and d.2). At 12.5 mm, we observe the same235

distribution: the Riedel and RL are active faults (Figures 9a.3 and b.3) and the diffuse deformation occurs between them236

and at their extremities. Similarly, the diffuse deformation is associated with positive divergence and uplift (maximum237

cumulative elevation of 2.2 mm, Figures 9c.3, f.3 and d.3) while the on-fault deformation is associated with negative238

divergence and curl (Figures 9c.3 and e.3). At 30 mm, the relay zone corresponds to an uplift and positive divergence239

associated with the OFD (Figures 9b.4, c.4 and e.4). At this stage, the Riedel is progressively abandoned, and both240

sides are passively translated while the RL propagates. At 75 mm, once the two parts of the Riedel get far enough, so241

that they do not interact with each other, all the shear bands finally coalesce to form the strike-slip fault, composed of242

three fault strands, not visible on this zoomed image (Figure 9a.5). The OFD is distributed along these fault strands243

and between them, the maximum cumulative elevation is of 7 mm (Figures 9b.5 and f.5).244

Since OFD is always associated to an uplift of the sand surface, elevation appears as a good marker of OFD245

in sandbox experiments. Indeed we observe mainly swelling relay zones in our experiments. Schrank et al. (2008)246

showed that the degree of compaction of the sand has an influence on the type of topography and could control the fault247

network structure along strike slip faults in sedimentary basins. We observe the same behavior within our experiments:248

experiments with sedimented sand have a greater vertical displacement than those with poured sand. Thus while we are249

probably overestimating the elevation in our sandbox experiments, the fault damage zone is correlated with increase250

of altitude and is necessarily impacted by the properties of the sand as the initial compaction.251
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4. Discussion252

These analogous experiments with a homogeneous, granular, frictional material such as sand with a linear, non-253

dilatant basal fault at its base show that the distribution of on- and off-fault deformation along a strike-slip fault is254

complex and strongly influenced by the initial Riedels and the following shear bands. The Riedels geometry is itself255

controlled by the diffuse deformation zone that develops very early in the history of the fault zone and that will limit256

the length of the Riedels. In this section, we discuss the impact of the initial diffuse deformation zone on the fault zone257

history, the segmentation of strike-slip faults and the distribution of OFD controlled by these inherited shear bands.258

We finally compare our results to field and geodetic observations.259

4.1. Impact of the initial diffuse deformation zone on the fault zone history260

For all experiments, regardless of the internal friction of the sand, the initial stage shows the formation of a diffuse261

deformation zone that emanates from the basal fault and forms a bulge on the surface. The width of this zone varies262

according to the thickness and coefficient of internal friction of the sand, the greater the thickness the wider the zone263

and the greater the coefficient of internal friction the wider the zone (Lefevre et al., 2020; Hatem et al., 2017). This264

diffuse deformation is amplified by the dilatant properties of the sand and may not be as important on the field. Yet,265

according to field and geodetic observations, diffuse deformation develops over a large area at the early-stage strike-266

slip fault, which may be found around the ’mature’ fault zone as a relic, and which would be abandoned with the267

progressive localization of deformation on the main fault strand (Frost et al., 2009)). Our experimental observations268

confirm that the width of the diffuse zone delimits the location of the on- and off-fault deformation throughout the269

experiment and that no deformation occurs beyond this zone. The width of the fault zone is maximum at the initial270

stage of the strike-slip fault. This width will progressively decrease in the same way as the OFD ratio, until it reaches271

a minimum value at the beginning of the fault stage, and then increase slightly to reach a stable value until the end272

of the experiment. The progressive decrease of the fault width is also observed in normal fault analogue models, as273

shown in the high resolution observations of Mayolle et al. (2021).274

4.2. Strike-slip fault structure and OFD distribution controlled by inherited structures275

The Figure 10 summarizes the distribution and the evolution of fault strands, relay zones and OFD zones in six276

steps. Before the formation of the strike-slip fault at the surface, the structure is expressed by alternating Riedels and277

OFD zones (Figure 10-1). The width of the OFD corresponds to the initial diffuse deformation zone, and the amount278

is of 60-40%. The Riedels are then progressively abandoned in favor of the RL shears (Figures 10-1 and 2). These279

new shear bands form in between the Riedels. Their tips are parallel to the Riedels but do not seem to branch on them.280

The OFD takes place at these Riedels and RL shears junctions. The overall amount of OFD decreases from 30%281

to 25%. As displacement continues, RL shears rotate to become parallel to the basal fault (Figure 10-3), decreasing282

the width and amount of the OFD. These shear bands will form the future fault strands. Former Riedels are sheared,283

forming the first relay zones. Once the two branches of the Riedels stop interacting, the fault strands cuts through the284
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relay zone, increasing its length (Figure 10-4). The inactive relay zone is then passively transported, but some OFD285

remains along these past structures. As the displacement increases, the length of the fault strands increases until the286

long fault strands become unstable. Once the fault strands reaches a certain critical length, a new relay zone forms, at287

a former Riedel by softening the structure or shear band location characterized by a remanent OFD (Figure 10-5).288

The formation of these new relay zones leads to a permanent alternation of fault strands and relay zones (Figure 10-289

6). Throughout these 6 stages, the OFD is systematically associated with uplift and positive divergence.290

Figure 10: Summary of the spatial distribution and evolution of the fault zone and the OFD areas. Solid lines represent active fault
strands. Dashed lines represent inactive ones. The squares locate the relay zones, green: the first relay zones, brown: abandoned
relay zones, blue: newly formed relay zones.

Hence, the main results are as follows: (1) The structure of the fault zone is acquired very early in the history of291

the strike-slip fault and is largely controlled by the Riedels and the width of the diffuse zone at the first stage of the292

fault, i.e. the initial thickness of the sand. (2) OFD is systematically located at these relay zones and along past shear293

bands. (3) The fault zone and hence OFD width decrease with the cumulative displacement, to reach a stable value of294

minimum value before a slight progressive increase to a stable value. Similarly, the amount of OFD decreases with295

the cumulative displacement to reach a minimum of 22.3% before a slight progressive increase to 26.6%. (4) Uplift is296

a good marker of OFD zones.297

4.3. Comparison with observations in a natural context298

Our analogous experiments are consistent with studies suggesting that the length of fault strands scales with the299

thickness of the seismogenic crust (Bilham and Williams, 1985; Klinger, 2010; Lefevre et al., 2020). Segments300

develop between Riedels, the distance of which is controlled by the thickness of the material (Lefevre et al., 2020).301

Segments then connect when relay zones are abandoned to form fault strands. New relay zones can appear throughout302

the evolution of the strike-slip fault, in particular when the fault strand reaches a certain threshold.303
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Both field and geodetic observations and sandbox experiments show that the OFD is mainly located along geomet-304

ric complexities (Dolan and Haravitch, 2014; Antoine et al., 2021). Here we show a qualitative comparison between305

relay zones of an earthquake rupture and those observed in our experiments (Figure 11). We selected two relay zones306

of the 2013 Mw 7.7 Balochistan earthquake in Pakistan (calculated by Antoine et al. (2022)), which ruptured the307

200km-long senestral Hoshab fault (Figure 11-b and c). Horizontal and vertical displacements and curl in the ex-308

periments and this natural example show similar patterns. On the C2 relay, as on the E481 relay, we observe two309

parallel main fault strands, which accommodate negative rotation (clockwise), and delimit a more diffuse deformation310

zone, which accommodates an uplift. On the F1 relay, like the relay in experiment E484, we also observe two fault311

strands, here closer together, which also delimit a more diffuse deformation zone. These common features indicate a312

similar behaviour between the crustal faults and the experimental strike-slip faults. However, we can observe some313

differences. In particular, the C2 relay zone in the Balochistan has two secondary fault strands that connect the main314

fault strands and that are not found in the E481 relay zone. Another difference is the near absence of vertical motion in315

the E484 relay zone, while it is not observed in the F1 relay zone of the Balochistan, perhaps explained by the reverse316

component of the Balochistan earthquake, which does not exist in our experiments. The very simple character of the317

analogue models and their finite length do not allow for a perfect similarity with the field examples, and this is not the318

aim. The objective is to understand certain behaviour by simplifying a process.319

The seismogenic crust of the Balochistan, located in the Pakistani Makran, where the 2013 earthquake occurred,320

has a thickness of 10 to 18 km (Lauer et al., 2020). The experiment used to compare the model to nature has a321

thickness of 60 mm which corresponds to 12 km, considering the scaling (L∗ = 0.5 × 10−5). When we scale the322

displacement maps of the experiments with L∗, the structures of the models are five times larger than in nature. This323

difference may be related to the granular nature of the sand as well as its homogeneity and the absence of inherited324

structures.325
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Figure 11: Co-seismic displacements and curl maps of two relay zones of the 2013 Mw 7.7 Balochistan earthquake in Pakistan
(columns a and c, calculated with the MicMac open-source photogrammetry software with WorldView and Pléiades images to
measure the 3D high-resolution (0.5 m) near-fault surface displacement, Antoine et al. (2022)), compared with two relay zones of
experiments E481 (column b) and E484 (column d). Lengths were scaled with L∗. The first line shows the horizontal displacement
parallel to the fault, the second line the vertical displacement and the third line the curl.
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Our experiments are also consistent with studies suggesting that the width of the fault zone and its geometric326

complexities decrease with cumulative displacement (Wesnousky, 1988; Stirling et al., 1996; Dolan and Haravitch,327

2014; Manighetti et al., 2021), although the number of complexities, controlled by the initial fault strands length, is328

constant (Manighetti et al., 2021). As the width of geometric complexities decreases with fault maturity, the width329

and quantity of the OFD also decrease (Dolan and Haravitch, 2014; Gold et al., 2015; Milliner et al., 2020). In our330

experiments, the OFD ratio varies from 100 to 20% in the early stages of the fault zone formation (from 0 to about331

40 mm displacement, i.e. 0 to 1 times the material thickness) to reach a stable value with an average of 22.3% before332

a slight gradual increase to 26.6% (from 40 to 150 mm displacement, 1 to 5 times the material thickness) (Figures 8333

and 12). This conclusion is also shared by Hatem et al. (2017), who showed that the OFD in their experiments with334

wet kaolin seems to stabilize once the slip fault has reached a through-going fault stage.335

Figure 12: Average evolution of the OFD ratio as a function of the normalized cumulative displacement by crust thickness for natural
examples and material thickness for the experiments. The black curve represents the mean ratio for all experiments described in
Table 1. The coloured dots of different shapes represent the OFD ratio for different earthquakes for which the OFD has been
estimated.

Figure 12 shows the evolution of the OFD as a function of increasing cumulative displacement for both analogue336

experiments and field or geodetic measurements. This comparison requires to take into account the different methods337

used by the authors to quantify the OFD. For earthquake not captured by satellite (Rockwell et al., 2002), OFD338

was measured using field methods. In most studies, the OFD ratio was obtained from the deduction of the on-fault339

deformation (measured either directly in the field or by optical image correlation) from the total deformation measured340

by image correlation (Zinke et al., 2014, 2019; Milliner et al., 2015, 2020; Gold et al., 2015; Antoine et al., 2021). In341
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some studies, on-fault deformation is either defined as the trace of all major fault strands (Milliner et al., 2015; Zinke342

et al., 2019), or as a more or less wide area around the main fault strand (Gold et al., 2015; Antoine et al., 2021).343

Furthermore, the total deformation (i.e. away from the main fault) is also subject to discussion, the larger the study344

area the more large-scale deformation can be taken into account without any relationship with the OFD.345

Quantifications range from 56% OFD (Ridgecrest, Milliner et al. (2020), Balochistan, Zinke et al. (2019)) for346

faults accumulating the lowest amount of cumuleted displacement to 15% OFD (Izmit and Duzce, 1997, Rockwell347

et al. (2002)) on faults with the largest cumulative displacement. Dolan and Haravitch (2014) define a ”surface slip348

ratio” (SSR) as the ratio of mean surface slip on the fault to average slip at 3-6 km depth, which they associate with349

the OFD (the higher the SSR the less OFD and vice versa). They proposed that OFD reaches a stable value after about350

100 km of cumulative displacement with a OFD ratio varying from 15 to 20% (Izmit, Denali, Kunlun).351

Our models also show high OFD ratios in the early stages of strike-slip faulting, i.e. at small cumulative displace-352

ments, followed by a rapid decrease in ratio to finally reach a stable value. This comparison might however be affected353

by four major differences. Firstly, most of the field and geodetic observations estimates were made for active faults.354

The first difference is therefore the use of frictional materials that are very stiff and without measurable stick-slip355

properties. The sand being very stiff is not scaled for elasticity, so there is not enough elastic deformation to obtain356

a seismic cycle, i.e. an inter-seismic period where the fault is locked with an accumulation of elastic deformation357

followed by a seismic event that releases the accumulated elastic stress. The second difference is the choice of a358

linear, zero width basal fault. Hatem et al. (2017) describe a higher fault zone complexity in their experiments for359

wide basal faults (15 mm). They also suggest that the depth of the basal fault has an impact on the complexity of the360

fault zone and therefore the amount of OFD. In our sand models, the greater the material thickness the later the OFD361

stable value at 22.3% is reached, but once on the stable value, the amount of OFD no longer varies with sand thickness362

(from 20 mm to 40 mm, Figure 8). Another difference is the initial homogeneity of the sand package, whereas the real363

faults develop in a heterogeneous crust with inherited structures. This inheritance most likely increases the amount364

of OFD. In particular, some studies have shown that weaker near-surface materials tend to increase the OFD (Zinke365

et al., 2019).366

Nevertheless, our models confirm the existence of an OFD stable value but with a slightly higher proportion367

of OFD ratio from 22.3% to 26.6%. This difference can be explained by the non-cohesive nature of the sand. In368

nature, the on-fault deformation is characterized by a localized displacement over a very narrow rupture zone. In our369

experiments the sand is not cohesive, the rupture is characterized by a shear zone, thus less sharp on the fault. The370

gradient of the displacement norm is therefore less localized than in nature and includes a small proportion of OFD371

that is not found in the field.372
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5. Conclusion373

We document the evolution of OFD during the formation and evolution of a laboratory strike-slip fault. A strike-374

slip fault forms in four main stages. During these four stages the amount of OFD varies from 100% at the initiation375

stage to a stable value at 22.3% when the fault zone is completely formed before a slight progressive increase to 26.6%,376

due to the expansion of the fault’s damage zone. OFD is mainly concentrated in structurally complex zones, acting as377

relay zones. Our models show that the location of these relay zones is imposed very early in the history of the fault378

zone since it is controlled by the location of the Riedels, which are the first faults to appear at the surface. Moreover,379

after a significant amount of cumulative displacement, the fault zone, which could be described as ”mature” when380

compared to natural examples, is composed of alternating relay zones and fault strands. The length of the fault strands381

is controlled by the initial inter-Riedel distance. During the fault zone evolution, the relay zones are consecutively382

active, abandoned and passively translated, and finally re-formed. Our models also show that beyond a certain length,383

the fault strands break in two over old complexities (Riedels or abandoned relay zones) to recover a lower length. This384

suggests that strike-slip faults will never reach a continuous, linear geometry even if linear at depth.385

However, field measurements are usually acquired after earthquakes, whereas, in our study, OFD is measured386

throughout the evolution of a fault zone. In order to obtain a better quantification of the OFD in the laboratory, it387

would therefore be interesting to use a stick-slip material.388
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